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MadDM capabilities

Relic density (MadDM v.1.0) 

• Coannihilation 
• Multi-component dark matter
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Direct detection (MadDM v.2.0) 

• Theoretical elastic spin-independent and spin-dependent cross section dark 
matter off nucleons 

• Directional event rate (double differential event rate) 
• LUX likelihood

Indirect detection (MadDM v.3.0) 

• Theoretical prediction for the velocity averaged cross section at present time  
• Generation of energy spectra from dark matter annihilation 
• Computation of fluxes at source and detection 
• Fermi-LAT likelihood for dwarf spheroidal galaxies

Model parameter space sampling (MadDM v.3.0) 

• Sequential grid scan 
• PyMultiNest interface

Experimental constraints module (MadDM v.3.0)

Capabilities

[Backovic, Kong, McCaskey 2013]
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Experimental constraints module (MadDM v.3.0)
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Needed: 

automatized computation 

of sc
attering rates MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

FeynRules
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MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

FeynRules
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Framework

MadDM

Relic density

Direct detection
Indirect detection

+ phase-space integrator 
+ Boltzmann solver

UFO
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MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

FeynRules
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- MadEvent

Framework

MadDM

Relic density

Direct detection
Indirect detection

Pythia8

Dragon2

Many dark-matter models available: 
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/ 
wiki/ModelDatabaseMainPage

UFO

http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/ModelDatabaseMainPage
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/


Code structure and user interface

• MadDM is plugin of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO  
• Written in Python/Fortran 
• Provides command line interface 
• Download MadGraph5_aMC@NLO,  
   install plugins via MG_aMC command line  
   (automatic download and installation)  



Installation
yourdir$ wget https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/
2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz

https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz


Installation
yourdir$ wget https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/
2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
yourdir$ tar -xzf MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
yourdir$ cd MG5_aMC_v2_6_7/
MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ bin/mg5_aMC

https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
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https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz


Installation
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2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
yourdir$ tar -xzf MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
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https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz
https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/2.0/2.6.x/+download/MG5_aMC_v2.6.7.tar.gz


Run MadDM
MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py
MadDM> 



Run MadDM
MadDM> import model DMsimp_s_spin0
MadDM> 



Run MadDM
MadDM> import model DMsimp_s_spin0
MadDM> define darkmatter xd
MadDM> generate relic_density
MadDM> add direct_detection
MadDM> add indirect_detection
MadDM>



Run MadDM
MadDM> import model DMsimp_s_spin0
MadDM> define darkmatter xd
MadDM> generate relic_density
MadDM> add direct_detection
MadDM> add indirect_detection
MadDM> output PROC_myprocess



Run MadDM
MadDM> import model DMsimp_s_spin0
MadDM> define darkmatter xd
MadDM> generate relic_density
MadDM> add direct_detection
MadDM> add indirect_detection
MadDM> output PROC_myprocess
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess



Run MadDM
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess
/============ Description ============|======== values =========|======= other options ========\
| 1. Compute the Relic Density        |     relic = ON          |  OFF                         |
| 2. Compute direct(ional) detection  |    direct = direct      |  OFF|directional             |
| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux  |  indirect = sigmav      |  flux_source|flux_earth|OFF  |
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
>



Run MadDM
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess
/============ Description ============|======== values =========|======= other options ========\
| 1. Compute the Relic Density        |     relic = ON          |  OFF                         |
| 2. Compute direct(ional) detection  |    direct = direct      |  OFF|directional             |
| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux  |  indirect = sigmav      |  flux_source|flux_earth|OFF  |
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
> 3



Run MadDM
> 3
/============ Description ============|======== values =========|======= other options ========\
| 1. Compute the Relic Density        |     relic = ON          |  OFF                         |
| 2. Compute direct(ional) detection  |    direct = direct      |  OFF|directional             |
| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux  |  indirect = flux_source |  flux_earth|OFF|sigmav       |
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
>



Run MadDM
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
> set MXd 500
> set sigmav_method = madevent
> ...



Run MadDM

Parameters and settings  
either be changed by  

set-commands or in config-files ("cards")

| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
> set MXd 500
> set sigmav_method = madevent
> 



Run MadDM
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
> set MXd 500
> set sigmav_method = madevent
> 
MadDM>



Run MadDM
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/
> set MXd 500
> set sigmav_method = madevent
> 
MadDM>



Running a scan

MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run.txt

----------- run.txt ----------- 
import model DMsimp_s_spin0 
define darkmatter xd 
generate indirect_detection 
output PROC_myprocess  
launch PROC_myprocess 
3 
set sigmav_method = madevent 
set MXd 500

• Passing everything as text file 



Running a scan

MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run1.txt
MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run2.txt

----------run1.txt ---------- 
import model DMsimp_s_spin0 
define darkmatter xd 
generate indirect_detection 
output PROC_myprocess  

---------- run2.txt ---------- 
launch PROC_myprocess 
3 
set sigmav_method = madevent 
set MXd 500

• Passing everything as text file 



Running a scan
• Passing everything as text file 

• Sequential grid scan in MadDM  
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess
> set MXd scan:range(50,700,25)

MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run1.txt
MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run2.txt

----------run1.txt ---------- 
import model DMsimp_s_spin0 
define darkmatter xd 
generate indirect_detection 
output PROC_myprocess  

---------- run2.txt ---------- 
launch PROC_myprocess 
3 
set sigmav_method = madevent 
set MXd 500

----------- param_card.dat ----------- 
... 
Block mass 
    1 5.040000e-03 # MD 
    2 2.550000e-03 # MU 
    3 1.010000e-01 # MS 
    4 1.270000e+00 # MC 
    5 4.700000e+00 # MB 
    6 1.720000e+02 # MT 
   15 1.777000e+00 # MTA 
   23 9.118760e+01 # MZ 
   25 1.250000e+02 # MH 
  5000521 scan:range(50,700,25)   # MXd 
  5000001 1.000000e+03 # MY1 
...



Running a scan
• Passing everything as text file 

• Sequential grid scan in MadDM  
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess
> set MXd scan:range(50,700,25)

MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run1.txt
MG5_aMC_v2_6_7$ python bin/maddm.py run2.txt

----------run1.txt ---------- 
import model DMsimp_s_spin0 
define darkmatter xd 
generate indirect_detection 
output PROC_myprocess  

---------- run2.txt ---------- 
launch PROC_myprocess 
3 
set sigmav_method = madevent 
set MXd 500

----------- param_card.dat ----------- 
... 
Block mass 
    1 5.040000e-03 # MD 
    2 2.550000e-03 # MU 
    3 1.010000e-01 # MS 
    4 1.270000e+00 # MC 
    5 4.700000e+00 # MB 
    6 1.720000e+02 # MT 
   15 1.777000e+00 # MTA 
   23 9.118760e+01 # MZ 
   25 1.250000e+02 # MH 
  5000521 scan:range(50,700,25)   # MXd 
  5000001 1.000000e+03 # MY1 
...

• Employing Multinest scan 
   (Bayesian inference tool)
MadDM> launch PROC_myprocess
> nestscan = 0N 

...and set multinest parameters  
in multinest_card.dat 



More Details 
Relic density, Direct detection, Indirect detection 
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Relic density
• Compute scattering rates • Solve Boltzmann equation 

MadDM> define darkmatter xd
MadDM> define coannihilator xr
MadDM> gernerate relic_density

***** Relic Density 
OMEGA IS  0.000325869586293
INFO: Relic Density = 3.26e-04 ALLOWED   
INFO: x_f           = 2.80e+01             
INFO: sigmav(xf)    = 2.81e-07             
INFO: xsi           = 2.72e-03  



Direct detection of WIMP dark matter

Recoil:
▪ Electrons  
▪ Photons 
▪ Phonons

WIMP

▪ Elastic scattering of WIMPs 
   off nuclei:

▪ Recoil energy  
   threshold 

ER =
q2

2mN
, qmax = 2m�v

v ⇠ 10�3

ER ⇠ few 10 keV



Direct(ional) detection
▪ Two modes:
/============ Description ============|======== values =========|======= other options ========\
| 1. Compute the Relic Density        |     relic = ON          |  OFF                         |
| 2. Compute direct(ional) detection  |    direct = direct      |  OFF|directional             |
| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux  |  indirect = sigmav      |  flux_source|flux_earth|OFF  |
| 4. Run Multinest scan               |  nestscan = OFF         |  Please install module       |
\==============================================================================================/

> 

direct = direct / direct = directional



Direct(ional) detection
i) 'direct' mode: 
  • Computation of spin-independent and -dependent 
     dark-matter-nucleus cross sections  
  • Together with corresponding experimental limits 

��N

1

***** Relic Density 
OMEGA IS  0.000325869586293
INFO: Relic Density       = 3.26e-04     ALLOWED   
INFO: x_f                 = 2.80e+01             
INFO: sigmav(xf)          = 2.81e-07             
INFO: xsi                 = 2.72e-03             
***** Direct detection [cm^2]:  
INFO: SigmaN_SI_p   Thermal = 2.01e-50   ALLOWED    All DM = 7.40e-48   ALLOWED   Xenon1ton ul = 6.44e-46 
INFO: SigmaN_SI_n   Thermal = 1.98e-50   ALLOWED    All DM = 7.27e-48   ALLOWED   Xenon1ton ul = 6.44e-46 
INFO: SigmaN_SD_p   Thermal = 0.00e+00   ALLOWED    All DM = 0.00e+00   ALLOWED   Pico60 ul    = 2.03e-40 
INFO: SigmaN_SD_n   Thermal = 0.00e+00   ALLOWED    All DM = 0.00e+00   ALLOWED   Lux2017 ul   = 1.22e-40 



Direct(ional) detection

ii) 'directional' mode: 
  • Same as 'direct' plus differential recoil rate:  

   Binned in recoil energy, scattering angle and time

d2R

dER dcos ✓
(ER, ✓, t)

1

# choose the target material (type "help material" for more info)
   1         = material ! 1: Xenon, 2: Germanium, 3: Silicon, ...

# galactic halo DM constants
   220.0     = vMP     ! Most probable WIMP velocity v_0 (km/s)
   650.0     = vescape ! Escape velocity of WIMPS in Halo (km/s)
   0.3       = rhoDM   ! Local WIMPs density (GeV/c^2/cm^-3)

# choose the size of the detector
   1000.0    = detector_size  ! in kg 
   4.0       = En_threshold    ! in keVnr
...
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Incident
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ϑ
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Figure 1. Geometry of DM scattering o↵ a target nucleus in the detector. The DM is incident at an angle

(↵,�) relative to the z axis. The nucleus recoils in the (✓,�) direction. Note that � and � angles lie in

the x, y plane. The thin and dashed thin lines serve to illustrate the projection of the incoming and recoil

vectors onto the z axis and the xy plane.

with ER the recoil energy, angle ✓ is the recoil angle which determines the direction between the

recoiling nucleus and the initial DM trajectory, while ��N is the DM-nucleus scattering cross-

section, weighted by the nuclear elastic scattering form factor F (q). Assuming the nucleus is a

sphere with uniform density, the form-factor is the Fourier transform of the nuclear density and

includes all the relevant nuclear e↵ects. For a detailed discussion on F (q) see Section IID. The

DM-nucleus cross-section is summed over contributions from the spin-independent (�SI) and spin-

dependent (�SD) cross-sections respectively, as defined in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively. Eq. (17)

becomes

d
2
R

dEd⌦(✓,�)
=

N0 ⇢0 ��N

⇡Arm2
�
F

2(q)

Z
�(v cos ✓ �

q

2µ
)f(v)d3v, (19)

where r = 4mNm�/(mN + m�)2, N0 = 6.022 ⇥ 1026 kg�1 is Avogadro’s number, mN = 0.932 A

is the target mass and A the atomic mass number (the factor of 0.932 is the value of atomic mass

units (AMU) in GeV). This form of the double di↵erential recoil rate is particularly useful as the

quantity

f̂(vq, q̂) =

Z
�(v · q̂ � vq)f(v)d

3
v, (20)
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Indirect detection of WIMP dark matter

⇧2
GCE = 28.3 , �2 logLfit = 28.8

⇥ = ln(J̄/J̄nom)

W±, t, b, ...

3.3 Dark matter density profile and uncertainties

Our treatment of the J-factor. ⌅ Benedikt, Alessandro
Reference to Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: [Probably we should split it up as the right panel will only be discussed later.]

3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing
just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such
as axions or primordial black holes) which do not annihilate today and are recognized by their
gravitational interaction only. [footnote/comment on axion searches?] Hence we consider the
case that the WIMP dark matter density is a certain fraction, R ⇥ 1, of the total (gravitationally
interacting) dark matter:

⇤WIMP = R ⇤total . (5)

The annihilation signal today thus scales as ⌅ ⇧ R2. We will consider R as a free parameter
in the fit of the GCE signal. As the fit depends on the overall flux and on the spectrum for
mS > mh where both quantities depend on �HS we obtain a non-trivial implication for R from
the fit to the GCE only. [⇤ Maybe the last sentence should go to the discussion]

[I think the original text I wrote regarding the R-factor (following text) contains some more
useful aspects but it rather touches the interplay between relic density constraints and GCE
and should therefore probably be located after we introduced the relic density constrain. Maybe
in the results and discussion section.] [The requirement that the WIMP relic density from
thermal freeze-out matches the measured DM density imposes a very strong constraints on the
model parameter only allowing for a thin hypersurface in parameter space. There are usually
two situations considered that relax this constraint. The first situation is that we have a non-
standard cosmological history containing out-of-equilibrium process like a late decay of a heavier
particle. This could lead to both an increase or a decrease of the WIMP relic density depending
on whether the heavier particle decays into the WIMP or into SM particles (producing entropy
and hence decreasing the WIMP yield). If we do not specify the physics of these processes

5

p, e+
  

AMS-02,  
HERD, ... 

Fermi-LAT, HESS,  
MAGIC, VERITAS,  
MAGIC, CHAW, 
CTA, LHAASO, ... 

IceCube,  
Antares, ... 

Needed: Prediction for 
fluxes and spectra for �, p̄, e+, ⌫
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3.4 WIMP contribution to dark matter

In this study we allow for the situation that the dark sector is more complicated than containing
just one particle species. We could imagine a second non-WIMP dark matter component (such
as axions or primordial black holes) which do not annihilate today and are recognized by their
gravitational interaction only. [footnote/comment on axion searches?] Hence we consider the
case that the WIMP dark matter density is a certain fraction, R ⇥ 1, of the total (gravitationally
interacting) dark matter:

⇤WIMP = R ⇤total . (5)
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standard cosmological history containing out-of-equilibrium process like a late decay of a heavier
particle. This could lead to both an increase or a decrease of the WIMP relic density depending
on whether the heavier particle decays into the WIMP or into SM particles (producing entropy
and hence decreasing the WIMP yield). If we do not specify the physics of these processes
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
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contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
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As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
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the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
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Figure 3: Comparison between the energy spectra dN/d log x at production generated by MadDM and PPPC4DMID, solid and dashed curves as
labelled (with x = K/mDM and K being the kinetic energy of the final state stable particle). The dark matter annihilation channels are labelled by
the di↵erent colours in the panels. The first and second columns show fermionic and bosonic annihilation channels for a mass of the dark matter
mDM = 10 GeV, while the third and fourth columns are for a 1 TeV dark matter mass, again fermionic and bosonic annihilation channel respectively.
Positron energy spectra are provided in the first row, while the second, third and fourth rows depict anti-protons, prompt photons and neutrinos
(only electron flavour is shown) respectively. The spectra do not include EW corrections.

species. We present the results for a dark matter mass of 10 GeV (first two columns) and 1 TeV (last two columns).
In order to guarantee su�ciently smooth spectra even in the tails we generated between 5 ⇥ 105 and 5 ⇥ 106 events.
The first row shows the energy spectrum for e+, while the second, third and fourth depict the energy spectra for p̄,
� and ⌫e, respectively. We obtain perfect agreement with the PPPC4DMID energy spectra (dashed lines) for all SM
species, except cc̄ and gg final states. These energy spectra deviates slightly for all species of stable particles. At the
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Figure 3: Comparison between the energy spectra dN/d log x at production generated by MadDM and PPPC4DMID, solid and dashed curves as
labelled (with x = K/mDM and K being the kinetic energy of the final state stable particle). The dark matter annihilation channels are labelled by
the di↵erent colours in the panels. The first and second columns show fermionic and bosonic annihilation channels for a mass of the dark matter
mDM = 10 GeV, while the third and fourth columns are for a 1 TeV dark matter mass, again fermionic and bosonic annihilation channel respectively.
Positron energy spectra are provided in the first row, while the second, third and fourth rows depict anti-protons, prompt photons and neutrinos
(only electron flavour is shown) respectively. The spectra do not include EW corrections.

species. We present the results for a dark matter mass of 10 GeV (first two columns) and 1 TeV (last two columns).
In order to guarantee su�ciently smooth spectra even in the tails we generated between 5 ⇥ 105 and 5 ⇥ 106 events.
The first row shows the energy spectrum for e+, while the second, third and fourth depict the energy spectra for p̄,
� and ⌫e, respectively. We obtain perfect agreement with the PPPC4DMID energy spectra (dashed lines) for all SM
species, except cc̄ and gg final states. These energy spectra deviates slightly for all species of stable particles. At the
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Figure 3: Comparison between the energy spectra dN/d log x at production generated by MadDM and PPPC4DMID, solid and dashed curves as
labelled (with x = K/mDM and K being the kinetic energy of the final state stable particle). The dark matter annihilation channels are labelled by
the di↵erent colours in the panels. The first and second columns show fermionic and bosonic annihilation channels for a mass of the dark matter
mDM = 10 GeV, while the third and fourth columns are for a 1 TeV dark matter mass, again fermionic and bosonic annihilation channel respectively.
Positron energy spectra are provided in the first row, while the second, third and fourth rows depict anti-protons, prompt photons and neutrinos
(only electron flavour is shown) respectively. The spectra do not include EW corrections.

species. We present the results for a dark matter mass of 10 GeV (first two columns) and 1 TeV (last two columns).
In order to guarantee su�ciently smooth spectra even in the tails we generated between 5 ⇥ 105 and 5 ⇥ 106 events.
The first row shows the energy spectrum for e+, while the second, third and fourth depict the energy spectra for p̄,
� and ⌫e, respectively. We obtain perfect agreement with the PPPC4DMID energy spectra (dashed lines) for all SM
species, except cc̄ and gg final states. These energy spectra deviates slightly for all species of stable particles. At the
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Figure 3: Comparison between the energy spectra dN/d log x at production generated by MadDM and PPPC4DMID, solid and dashed curves as
labelled (with x = K/mDM and K being the kinetic energy of the final state stable particle). The dark matter annihilation channels are labelled by
the di↵erent colours in the panels. The first and second columns show fermionic and bosonic annihilation channels for a mass of the dark matter
mDM = 10 GeV, while the third and fourth columns are for a 1 TeV dark matter mass, again fermionic and bosonic annihilation channel respectively.
Positron energy spectra are provided in the first row, while the second, third and fourth rows depict anti-protons, prompt photons and neutrinos
(only electron flavour is shown) respectively. The spectra do not include EW corrections.

species. We present the results for a dark matter mass of 10 GeV (first two columns) and 1 TeV (last two columns).
In order to guarantee su�ciently smooth spectra even in the tails we generated between 5 ⇥ 105 and 5 ⇥ 106 events.
The first row shows the energy spectrum for e+, while the second, third and fourth depict the energy spectra for p̄,
� and ⌫e, respectively. We obtain perfect agreement with the PPPC4DMID energy spectra (dashed lines) for all SM
species, except cc̄ and gg final states. These energy spectra deviates slightly for all species of stable particles. At the
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Comparison to PPPC 4 DM ID:   
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FIG. 3. Left panel: Rates of annihilation (blue curves) and conversion (red curves) terms in the Boltzmann equation relative
to the Hubble rate as a function of x = m�/T for m� = 500GeV, meb = 510GeV, �� ⇤ 2.6 ⇥ 10�7. Right panel: Evolution of
the resulting abundance (solid curves) of eb (blue) and ⇥ (red). The dashed curves denote the equilibrium abundances.

tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.

VIABLE PARAMETER SPACE

We will now explore the parameter space consistent
with a relic density that matches the DM density mea-
sured by Planck, �h2 = 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [14]. In the
considered scenario, for small couplings, �b�b† annihilation
is the only e�cient annihilation channel. Hence the min-
imal relic density that can be obtained for a certain point
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FIG. 4. Relic density as a function of the coupling ��, for
m� = 500GeV, meb = 510GeV. The dotted blue line is the
result that would be obtained when assuming CE. The red
line shows the full solution including all conversion rates, the
gray dashed line corresponds to the solution when only decays
are considered. The shaded areas highlight the dependence
on initial conditions, Y�(1) = (0�100)⇥ Y eq

� (1). The central
curves correspond to Y�(1) = Y eq

� (1).

in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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considered here.
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ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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Figure 2. Binned �-ray counts maps (E > 1 GeV) for 10� ⇥ 10� ROIs centered on 15 targets that were not analyzed by Drlica-Wagner
et al. (2015a) or Ackermann et al. (2015b). The dSph candidates are indicated with white “⇥” symbols, while 3FGL sources in the ROI
are indicated with white “+” symbols. The counts maps are binned in 0.�1 ⇥ 0.�1 spatial pixels and smoothed with a 0.�25 Gaussian kernel.
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Figure 3. Bin-by-bin integrated energy-flux upper limits at 95% confidence level assuming a point-like model for the 15 targets in
Figure 2. The median expected sensitivity is shown by the dashed black line while the 68% and 95% containment regions are indicated by
the green and yellow bands, respectively. The expected sensitivity and containment regions are derived from 300 Monte Carlo simulations
of the �-ray background in the regions surrounding each respective target.

Predicted flux in each energy bin:

10

(gtt̄, Wbt, Ztt̄, �tt̄) can become important in that regime
as well [35, 38, 64–67]. Since our main focus is on lower
masses we do not consider them here.

We first discuss limits from dwarf spheroidal galax-
ies. For the prediction of the continuous �-ray flux we
take into account all four channels and sum up their
contributions according to their relative weight. For
tt̄, bb̄, cc̄, ⌧ ⌧̄ and gg we use the spectrum predictions
from [68] which include electroweak corrections from soft
and collinear final state radiation. For the three-body
final state channel Wbt we calculate the spectra using
Madgraph5_aMC@NLO [54] and Pythia 8.215 [69].
The spectra for the three-body final state channel WW

⇤

and ZZ
⇤ are taken from [70]. For the individual cross

section prediction we adopt the results discussed in
Sec. III A. The predicted energy flux in an energy bin
between Emin and Emax is given by

E
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dE
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J
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Emin

dE� E�
dN

i
�

dE�
, (26)

where dN�/dE� is the differential photon spectrum per
annihilation, J is the J-factor of the considered dwarf and
the sum runs over all contributing channels i. We con-
front the predicted spectra with the Fermi-LAT data [71]
using the published likelihoods provided for the individ-
ual dwarfs as a function of the energy flux in the consid-
ered 24 energy bins. We consider the nine dwarfs with
the largest confirmed J-factors as given in [72] and ob-
tain the total likelihood by summing over the individual
log-likelihood contributions of all bins for all dwarfs while
marginalizing over the J-factor for each dwarf according
to its uncertainty provided in [72]. The resulting 95%
C.L. limits are shown in Fig. 6 (red solid lines). They
reach the thermal relic scenario (green curve with error
band) only in a very narrow region around mh/2. In
this spot the Higgs mediated annihilation cross section
becomes resonantly enhanced for the small DM veloci-
ties present today while being less enhanced in the early
Universe where the thermal velocity distribution peaks
at much larger values. As the width of the resonance is
smaller than the widths of the plotted curves in Fig. 6,
the limit reduces to a vertical line. It constrains the ther-
mal scenario at m� ' mh/2 for mass splittings above
�m ' 24GeV, as indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 8.
Below this mass efficient co-annihilation effects allow for
a reduction of �� and thereby of the indirect detection
signal while still allowing us to accommodate the mea-
sured relic density.

Next we consider constraints from the cosmic-ray an-
tiproton flux measured by AMS-02 [73] using the results
of [74] which provides 95% C.L. limits on h�vi for vari-
ous annihilation channels into SM final states. Here we
only adopt the limit on tt constraining DM masses above
200 GeV. For smaller masses the cosmic-ray limits are
considerably weaker as the analysis exhibits a preference
for a DM signal in this region [75]. The results are shown
in Fig. 6 (dark red solid lines). The limits come very

close to the thermal relic scenario for DM masses between
300 and 400 GeV for �m above 30 GeV, i.e. outside the
conversion-driven freeze-out region. However, up to rela-
tively large mass splittings this region is also excluded by
LHC stop searches. Still, for DM masses above the LHC
limit from stop searches (m� ' 400GeV for �m = mt)
the antiproton limit places the strongest constraint on
the model.

Searches for monochromatic �-lines are a complemen-
tary way to probe DM annihilation. In our model annihi-
lation into two monochromatic photons proceeds via the
same loop-diagrams as annihilation into gluons. Hence,
their cross sections are proportional to each other [76],

�v(�� ! ��)

�v(�� ! gg)
=

Q
4
t N

2
c ↵

2
em

2↵2
s

' 0.5% , (27)

where we evaluated ↵s at µ = 300GeV for the numerical
value given. As a consequence �-line searches can only
compete with searches for continuous � rays for small DM
masses for which annihilation into gg dominates. We
found that the respective 95% C.L. limits from Fermi-
LAT observations of the Galactic center [77] are compet-
itive to the limits from dwarf spheroidal galaxies only for
the most aggressive choice of the DM density profile in
our Galaxy, namely a generalized Navarro-Frenk-White
profile [78] with an inner slope of � = 1.3. The density
profile is, however, subject to large uncertainties. There-
fore, and to reduce clutter, we do not show the limit in
Fig. 6.

Finally, we comment on future prospects for CTA [79]
to probe the model. In Fig. 6 (right) we superimpose
the optimistic estimate of the projected limit from the
observation of the Galactic center presented in [80]. It
does not provide sensitivity to the considered model.

C. Stop searches at colliders

At the LHC a large number of searches for neutralino-
stop simplified models have been performed. As the stop
production channel only involves its gauge interactions
these searches do not explicitly make reference to the
strength of the neutralino-stop coupling. Hence, the re-
sults for the decay channels et ! t

(⇤)
� that do not involve

further supersymmetric particles can directly be applied
to the model under consideration.3 However, certain as-
sumptions have to be fulfilled to provide applicability.
On the one hand, the width of the (stop-like) mediator
has to be sufficiently narrow. Here we require �et  0.2met
as a benchmark value. On the other hand, the mediator
decay has to proceed sufficiently promptly in order to

3 The notation et ! t
(⇤)

� is meant to include the 3- and 4-body
decays that proceed via an off-shell t and an off-shell t and W ,
respectively.

J =

Z
d⌦

Z

l.o.s.
ds ⇢2DM

�v = a+bv2+O(v4) ) ⌦h2
'

8.8⇥ 10�11

GeV2

xf
p
ḡ(a+ 3b/xf)

J-factor:

[Fermi-LAT 2016]
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.

VIABLE PARAMETER SPACE

We will now explore the parameter space consistent
with a relic density that matches the DM density mea-
sured by Planck, �h2 = 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [14]. In the
considered scenario, for small couplings, �b�b† annihilation
is the only e�cient annihilation channel. Hence the min-
imal relic density that can be obtained for a certain point
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FIG. 4. Relic density as a function of the coupling ��, for
m� = 500GeV, meb = 510GeV. The dotted blue line is the
result that would be obtained when assuming CE. The red
line shows the full solution including all conversion rates, the
gray dashed line corresponds to the solution when only decays
are considered. The shaded areas highlight the dependence
on initial conditions, Y�(1) = (0�100)⇥ Y eq

� (1). The central
curves correspond to Y�(1) = Y eq

� (1).

in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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tion at x = 1 (for a discussion of kinetic equilibration,
see [13]). The dependence of the final freeze-out den-
sity on the initial condition is also indicated in Fig. 4 by
the area shaded in red, and is remarkably small. There-
fore, conversion-driven freeze-out is largely insensitive to
details of the thermal history prior to freeze-out and in
particular to a potential production during the reheating
process. Note that this feature distinguishes conversion-
driven freeze-out from scenarios for which DM has an
even weaker coupling such that it was never in thermal
contact (e.g. freeze-in production [15]). Thus, while re-
quiring a rather weak coupling, the robustness of the con-
ventional freeze-out paradigm is preserved in the scenario
considered here.

As discussed before, conversions ⇥ � �b are driven by
two types of processes, decay and scattering. It turns
out that quantitatively both are important for determin-
ing the freeze-out density. To illustrate the importance of
scattering processes, we show the freeze-out density that
would be obtained when only taking decays into account
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the gray
shaded area indicates the dependence on initial condi-
tions that would result neglecting scatterings. We find
that scattering processes, that are active at small x, are
responsible for wiping out the dependence on the initial
abundance in the full solution of the coupled Boltzmann
equations.
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in the m�-meb plane is the one for a coupling �� that just
provides CE (but is still small enough so that ⇥⇥- and
⇥�b-annihilation is negligible). The curve for which this
choice provides the right relic density defines the bound-
ary of the valid parameter space and is shown as a black,
solid curve in Fig. 7. Below this curve a choice of ��

su�ciently large to support CE would undershoot the
relic density. In this region a solution with small �� ex-
ists that renders the involved conversion rates just large
enough to allow for the right portion of thermal contact
between �b and ⇥ to provide the right relic density. The
value of �� ranges from 10�7 to 10�6 (from small to large
m�). These values lie far beyond the sensitivity of direct
or indirect detection experiments.
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▪ Fast mode: pre-computed fluxes at Earth from PPPC 4 DM ID 
   indirect_flux_earth_method = PPPC4DMID_ep
▪ User-friendly interface to Dragon 
   indirect_flux_earth_method = dragon

[Evoli, Gaggero, Grasso, Maccione 2008]
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Figure 2: MadDM v.3.0: Schematic overview of the new modules with their main features and their link to the ‘fast’ and ‘precise’ running modes.

2. Indirect Detection of annihilating Dark Matter

Indirect detection looks for products of dark matter annihilation in astrophysical environment where the dark
matter is denser. For instance, typical benchmarks for gamma-ray searches are the dSphs [6] or the Galactic Cen-
ter [30, 31]. For a review on dark matter indirect detection we refer the reader to [32, 33].

There are three main ingredients necessary to compute predictions for dark matter models and to compare with
data: (i) The annihilation cross section h�vi computed for the environment where the annihilation takes place; this
element is discussed in the next section. (ii) The energy spectra dN/dE of prompt photons, positrons, anti-protons
and neutrinos generated at source by the dark matter annihilation products; this will be described in Sec. 2.2. (iii) The
J factor which depends on the dark matter distribution and is defined as the integral along the line-of-sight (los) of the
dark matter density profile squared in a specific sky direction. This quantity will be defined in general for gamma rays
and neutrinos. We will further describe how MadDM computes the flux near the Earth for each type of propagated final
state particles: prompt photons are detailed in Sec. 2.3, charged cosmic rays are discussed in Sec. 2.4 and neutrinos
are provided in Sec. 2.5. For the rest of the paper we assume a generic dark matter particle called � with mass m�,
unless stated otherwise.

2.1. Computation of h�vi in astrophysical environments
The computation of the full h�vi at present time, which might contain p-wave terms, calls for the inclusion of the

dark matter distribution. In this case h�vi results in this velocity-weighted expression:

h�vi =
Z

d3v1d3v2Pr(v1)Pr(v2)�vrel , (1)

where vi are the velocities of the two incoming dark matter particles, and Pr(vi) is the velocity distribution function of
the dark matter at a position r. This can be rearranged as [34, 35]:

h�vi =
Z

dvrel P̃r,rel(vrel)�vrel , (2)

with
P̃r,rel(vrel) ⌘ 4⇡v2

rel

Z
d3vCMPr(vCM + vrel/2)Pr(vCM � vrel/2) , (3)
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DM DM � n particles
<latexit sha1_base64="aOs1EOS8mG/yXIp8UpQ5ox2uur0=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqEtBgkVwIWVGBHVX1IUboYJjC52hZNK0Dc1khiQjlKE7N/6KGxcqbv0Gd/6N6XQW2noh4XDOvTc5J0w4U9pxvq25+YXFpeXSSnl1bX1j097avldxKgn1SMxj2QyxopwJ6mmmOW0mkuIo5LQRDi7HeuOBSsVicaeHCQ0i3BOsywjWhmrbe76M0NUN8o/yW8dIGJhgqRnhVLXtilN18kKzwC1ABYqqt+0vvxOTNKJCE46VarlOooOs2Dcq+6miCSYD3KMtAwWOqAqy3McIHRimg7qxNEdolLO/JzIcKTWMQtMZYd1X09qY/E9rpbp7FmRMJKmmgkwe6qYcGbvjUFCHSUo0HxqAiWTmr4j0scREm+jKJgR32vIs8I6r51X39qRSuyjSKMEu7MMhuHAKNbiGOnhA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3Piatc1YxswN/yvr8AVlNl0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aOs1EOS8mG/yXIp8UpQ5ox2uur0=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqEtBgkVwIWVGBHVX1IUboYJjC52hZNK0Dc1khiQjlKE7N/6KGxcqbv0Gd/6N6XQW2noh4XDOvTc5J0w4U9pxvq25+YXFpeXSSnl1bX1j097avldxKgn1SMxj2QyxopwJ6mmmOW0mkuIo5LQRDi7HeuOBSsVicaeHCQ0i3BOsywjWhmrbe76M0NUN8o/yW8dIGJhgqRnhVLXtilN18kKzwC1ABYqqt+0vvxOTNKJCE46VarlOooOs2Dcq+6miCSYD3KMtAwWOqAqy3McIHRimg7qxNEdolLO/JzIcKTWMQtMZYd1X09qY/E9rpbp7FmRMJKmmgkwe6qYcGbvjUFCHSUo0HxqAiWTmr4j0scREm+jKJgR32vIs8I6r51X39qRSuyjSKMEu7MMhuHAKNbiGOnhA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3Piatc1YxswN/yvr8AVlNl0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aOs1EOS8mG/yXIp8UpQ5ox2uur0=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqEtBgkVwIWVGBHVX1IUboYJjC52hZNK0Dc1khiQjlKE7N/6KGxcqbv0Gd/6N6XQW2noh4XDOvTc5J0w4U9pxvq25+YXFpeXSSnl1bX1j097avldxKgn1SMxj2QyxopwJ6mmmOW0mkuIo5LQRDi7HeuOBSsVicaeHCQ0i3BOsywjWhmrbe76M0NUN8o/yW8dIGJhgqRnhVLXtilN18kKzwC1ABYqqt+0vvxOTNKJCE46VarlOooOs2Dcq+6miCSYD3KMtAwWOqAqy3McIHRimg7qxNEdolLO/JzIcKTWMQtMZYd1X09qY/E9rpbp7FmRMJKmmgkwe6qYcGbvjUFCHSUo0HxqAiWTmr4j0scREm+jKJgR32vIs8I6r51X39qRSuyjSKMEu7MMhuHAKNbiGOnhA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3Piatc1YxswN/yvr8AVlNl0w=</latexit>

DM DM � SM SM
<latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit>

Figure 2: MadDM v.3.0: Schematic overview of the new modules with their main features and their link to the ‘fast’ and ‘precise’ running modes.

2. Indirect Detection of annihilating Dark Matter

Indirect detection looks for products of dark matter annihilation in astrophysical environment where the dark
matter is denser. For instance, typical benchmarks for gamma-ray searches are the dSphs [6] or the Galactic Cen-
ter [30, 31]. For a review on dark matter indirect detection we refer the reader to [32, 33].

There are three main ingredients necessary to compute predictions for dark matter models and to compare with
data: (i) The annihilation cross section h�vi computed for the environment where the annihilation takes place; this
element is discussed in the next section. (ii) The energy spectra dN/dE of prompt photons, positrons, anti-protons
and neutrinos generated at source by the dark matter annihilation products; this will be described in Sec. 2.2. (iii) The
J factor which depends on the dark matter distribution and is defined as the integral along the line-of-sight (los) of the
dark matter density profile squared in a specific sky direction. This quantity will be defined in general for gamma rays
and neutrinos. We will further describe how MadDM computes the flux near the Earth for each type of propagated final
state particles: prompt photons are detailed in Sec. 2.3, charged cosmic rays are discussed in Sec. 2.4 and neutrinos
are provided in Sec. 2.5. For the rest of the paper we assume a generic dark matter particle called � with mass m�,
unless stated otherwise.

2.1. Computation of h�vi in astrophysical environments
The computation of the full h�vi at present time, which might contain p-wave terms, calls for the inclusion of the

dark matter distribution. In this case h�vi results in this velocity-weighted expression:

h�vi =
Z

d3v1d3v2Pr(v1)Pr(v2)�vrel , (1)

where vi are the velocities of the two incoming dark matter particles, and Pr(vi) is the velocity distribution function of
the dark matter at a position r. This can be rearranged as [34, 35]:

h�vi =
Z

dvrel P̃r,rel(vrel)�vrel , (2)

with
P̃r,rel(vrel) ⌘ 4⇡v2

rel

Z
d3vCMPr(vCM + vrel/2)Pr(vCM � vrel/2) , (3)
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Indirect detection overview



***** Relic Density  
OMEGA IS  0.000325869586293 
INFO: Relic Density     = 3.26e-04         ALLOWED    
INFO: x_f               = 2.80e+01              
INFO: sigmav(xf)        = 2.81e-07              
INFO: xsi               = 2.72e-03              
****** Indirect detection [cm^3/s]:   
INFO: <sigma v> method: madevent   
INFO: DM particle halo velocity: 2e-05/c   
INFO: xdxdx_zz          Thermal = 1.67e-38  ALLOWED     All DM = 2.26e-33  ALLOWED   Fermi ul  = 1.16e-25  
INFO: xdxdx_aa          Thermal = 1.25e-37  NO LIMIT    All DM = 1.69e-32  NO LIMIT  Fermi ul  = -1.00e+00  
INFO: xdxdx_ttx         Thermal = 1.29e-35  ALLOWED     All DM = 1.74e-30  ALLOWED   Fermi ul  = 1.09e-25  
INFO: xdxdx_hh          Thermal = 6.03e-39  ALLOWED     All DM = 8.15e-34  ALLOWED   Fermi ul  = 1.03e-25  
INFO: xdxdx_wpwm        Thermal = 1.28e-38  ALLOWED     All DM = 1.73e-33  ALLOWED   Fermi ul  = 1.14e-25  
INFO: Skipping zero cross section processes for: xrxr, xcxcx, y0y0  
INFO: Total limits calculated with Fermi likelihood:  
INFO: DM DM > all       Thermal = 1.30e-35  ALLOWED     All DM = 1.76e-30  ALLOWED   Fermi ul  = 2.85e-25  
INFO:   
INFO: *** Fluxes at earth [particle/(cm^2 sr)]:  
INFO: gammas Flux        = 1.22e-14              
INFO: neutrinos_e Flux   = 8.92e-18              
INFO: neutrinos_mu Flux  = 9.75e-18              
INFO: neutrinos_tau Flux = 8.78e-18     

Indirect detection screen output



Indirect detection output files



Scan example: Reproduce relic contour

                            Kentarou Mawatari (Osaka U.)FR/MG school 2018 - Hefei - 2018.11.19

1. Warm up: follow SM.nb, and 
generate the SM UFO.

2. cp -r SM  YourModel

3. create yourmodel.fr, and 
LoadModel together with SM.fr.

4. check your model, and 
generate the UFO.

 8

L = �̄�µ(g
V
� + gA� �5)�Z

µ
A + q̄�µ(g

V
q + gAq �5)qZ

µ
A

<latexit sha1_base64="DqUcj7gUzVot3N2uskL+tdCbeCI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqUcj7gUzVot3N2uskL+tdCbeCI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqUcj7gUzVot3N2uskL+tdCbeCI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DqUcj7gUzVot3N2uskL+tdCbeCI=">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</latexit>

1. cp -r YourUFO ~/MG5aMC/
models/YourUFO

2. ./bin/mg5_aMC

‣ import model YourUFO

‣ generate p p > …  

‣ output 

‣ launch

FeynRules MG5aMC

In the on-shell regime, the models with mediator masses up to 1.55 TeV are excluded for m� = 1 GeV.
For m� < 1 GeV, the monojet analysis maintains its sensitivity for excluding DM models. This analysis
loses sensitivity to the models in the o↵-shell regime, where cross sections are suppressed due to the
virtual production of the mediator. Perturbative unitarity is violated in the parameter region defined by
m� >

p
⇡/2 mZA [92]. The masses corresponding to the relic density [93] as determined by the Planck

and WMAP satellites [9, 10], within the WIMP dark-matter model and in the absence of any interaction
other than the one considered, are indicated in the Figure as a line that crosses the excluded region at
mZA ⇠ 1200 GeV and m� ⇠ 440 GeV. The region towards lower WIMP masses or higher mediator
masses corresponds to dark-matter overproduction.
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Figure 5: (a) Axial-vector 95% CL exclusion contours in the mZA –m� parameter plane. The solid (dashed) curve
shows the observed (expected) limit, while the bands indicate the ±1� theory uncertainties in the observed limit and
±1� and ±2� ranges of the expected limit in the absence of a signal. The red curve corresponds to the set of points
for which the expected relic density is consistent with the WMAP measurements (i.e. ⌦h2 = 0.12), as computed
with MadDM [94]. The region on the right of the curve corresponds to higher predicted relic abundance than these
measurements. The region excluded due to perturbativity, defined by m� >

p
⇡/2 mZA , is indicated by the hatched

area. The dotted line indicates the kinematic limit for on-shell production mZA = 2 ⇥ m�. The cyan line indicates
previous results at 13 TeV [1] using 3.2 fb�1. (b) A comparison of the inferred limits (black line) to the constraints
from direct detection experiments (purple line) on the spin-dependent WIMP–proton scattering cross section in the
context of the simplified model with axial-vector couplings. Unlike in the mZA –m� parameter plane, the limits are
shown at 90% CL. The results from this analysis, excluding the region to the left of the contour, are compared with
limits from the PICO [95] experiment. The comparison is model-dependent and solely valid in the context of this
model, assuming minimal mediator width and the coupling values gq = 1/4 and g� = 1.

The results are translated into 90% CL exclusion limits on the spin-dependent WIMP–proton scatter-
ing cross section �SD as a function of the WIMP mass, following the prescriptions from Refs. [13, 93].
Among results from di↵erent direct-detection experiments, in Figure 5(b) the exclusion limits obtained in
this analysis are compared to the most stringent limits from the PICO direct-detection experiment [95].
The limit at the maximum value of the WIMP—proton scattering cross section displayed corresponds to
the lowest excluded values mZA = 45 GeV and m� = 45 GeV of the mediator and dark matter masses
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MadDM>import model DMsimp_s_spin1

MadDM>define darkmatter xd

Load model:

Define DM candidate:

Request for computation of relic density:
MadDM>generate relic_density

Creating output folder and run:
MadDM>output PROC_DMsimp_scan
MadDM>launch

Scan example: Reproduce relic contour



Example: Simplified dark matter model

/============= Description =============|========= values ==========|======= other options =======\
| 1. Compute the Relic Density          |         relic = ON        |    OFF                      |
| 2. Compute direct(ional) detection    |        direct = OFF       |    Please install module    |
| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux    |      indirect = OFF       |    Please install module    |
| 4. Run Multinest scan                 |      nestscan = OFF       |    Please install module    |
\=================================================================================================/
 You can also edit the various input card:
 * Enter the name/number to open the editor
 * Enter a path to a file to replace the card
 * Enter set NAME value to change any parameter to the requested value
 /=============================================================================\ 
 |  5. Edit the model parameters    [param]                                    |  
 |  6. Edit the MadDM options       [maddm]                                    |
 \=============================================================================/
[60s to answer] 
>5

opens yourdir/MG5_aMC_v2_6_7/PROC_DMsimp_scan/Cards/param_card.dat



... 
################################### 
## INFORMATION FOR DMINPUTS 
################################### 
Block dminputs  
    1 0.000000e+00 # gVXc 
    2 0.000000e+00 # gVXd 
    3 1.000000e+00 # gAXd 
    4 0.000000e-01 # gVd11 
    5 0.000000e-01 # gVu11 
    6 0.000000e-01 # gVd22 
    7 0.000000e-01 # gVu22 
    8 0.000000e-01 # gVd33 
    9 0.000000e-01 # gVu33 
   10 0.000000e+00 # gVl11 
   11 0.000000e+00 # gVl22 
   12 0.000000e+00 # gVl33 
   13 2.500000e-01 # gad11 
   14 2.500000e-01 # gau11 
   15 2.500000e-01 # gad22 
   16 2.500000e-01 # gau22 
   17 2.500000e-01 # gad33 
   18 2.500000e-01 # gau33 
   19 0.000000e+00 # gAl11 
   20 0.000000e+00 # gAl22 
   21 0.000000e+00 # gAl33 
   22 0.000000e+00 # gnu11 
   23 0.000000e+00 # gnu22 
   24 0.000000e+00 # gnu33 
   25 0.000000e+00 # gVu31 
   26 0.000000e+00 # gAu31 
   27 0.000000e+00 # gVd31 
   28 0.000000e+00 # gAd31 
   29 0.000000e+00 # gVh 
... 

... 
################################### 
## INFORMATION FOR MASS 
################################### 
Block mass 
    1 5.040000e-03 # MD 
    2 2.550000e-03 # MU 
    3 1.010000e-01 # MS 
    4 1.270000e+00 # MC 
    5 4.700000e+00 # MB 
    6 1.720000e+02 # MT 
   15 1.777000e+00 # MTA 
   23 9.118760e+01 # MZ 
   25 1.250000e+02 # MH 
  5000001 scan:range(50,2000,50)  # MY1 
  5000511 1.000000e+01 # MXr 
  5000512 1.000000e+01 # MXc 
  5000521 scan:range(50,700,25)   # MXd 
  999000006 7.000000e+01 # sdmm 
  999000008 7.000000e+01 # vdmm 
## Dependent parameters, given by model restrictions. 
...

param_card.dat:

Run a scan

> set Mxd scan:range(50,700,25) 
> set MY1 scan:range(50,2000,50)

Alternative way to change parameters:



# [01] : run 
# [02] : mass#5000001 
# [03] : mass#5000521 
# [04] : Omegah^2 
# [05] : x_f 
# [06] : sigmav(xf) 
# [07] : xsi 

run_02_01 5.00e+01 5.00e+01 3.75e-04 2.60e+01 7.62e-07 3.13e-03  
run_02_02 5.00e+01 7.50e+01 1.08e-04 2.80e+01 1.83e-06 8.99e-04  
run_02_03 5.00e+01 1.00e+02 8.91e-05 2.80e+01 2.58e-06 7.44e-04  
run_02_04 5.00e+01 1.25e+02 6.92e-05 2.90e+01 3.55e-06 5.78e-04  
run_02_05 5.00e+01 1.50e+02 5.31e-05 2.90e+01 4.92e-06 4.43e-04  
run_02_06 5.00e+01 1.75e+02 1.27e-05 3.10e+01 1.50e-05 1.06e-04  
run_02_07 5.00e+01 2.00e+02 6.57e-06 3.10e+01 2.54e-05 5.48e-05  
run_02_08 5.00e+01 2.25e+02 5.31e-06 3.20e+01 3.11e-05 4.43e-05  
run_02_09 5.00e+01 2.50e+02 4.68e-06 3.20e+01 3.58e-05 3.91e-05  
run_02_10 5.00e+01 2.75e+02 4.28e-06 3.20e+01 3.99e-05 3.57e-05 
... 

/yourdir/MG5_aMC_v2_6_7/PROC_DMsimp_scan/output/scan_run_01.txt:

Results of the scan



Results of the scan

In the on-shell regime, the models with mediator masses up to 1.55 TeV are excluded for m� = 1 GeV.
For m� < 1 GeV, the monojet analysis maintains its sensitivity for excluding DM models. This analysis
loses sensitivity to the models in the o↵-shell regime, where cross sections are suppressed due to the
virtual production of the mediator. Perturbative unitarity is violated in the parameter region defined by
m� >

p
⇡/2 mZA [92]. The masses corresponding to the relic density [93] as determined by the Planck

and WMAP satellites [9, 10], within the WIMP dark-matter model and in the absence of any interaction
other than the one considered, are indicated in the Figure as a line that crosses the excluded region at
mZA ⇠ 1200 GeV and m� ⇠ 440 GeV. The region towards lower WIMP masses or higher mediator
masses corresponds to dark-matter overproduction.
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Figure 5: (a) Axial-vector 95% CL exclusion contours in the mZA –m� parameter plane. The solid (dashed) curve
shows the observed (expected) limit, while the bands indicate the ±1� theory uncertainties in the observed limit and
±1� and ±2� ranges of the expected limit in the absence of a signal. The red curve corresponds to the set of points
for which the expected relic density is consistent with the WMAP measurements (i.e. ⌦h2 = 0.12), as computed
with MadDM [94]. The region on the right of the curve corresponds to higher predicted relic abundance than these
measurements. The region excluded due to perturbativity, defined by m� >

p
⇡/2 mZA , is indicated by the hatched

area. The dotted line indicates the kinematic limit for on-shell production mZA = 2 ⇥ m�. The cyan line indicates
previous results at 13 TeV [1] using 3.2 fb�1. (b) A comparison of the inferred limits (black line) to the constraints
from direct detection experiments (purple line) on the spin-dependent WIMP–proton scattering cross section in the
context of the simplified model with axial-vector couplings. Unlike in the mZA –m� parameter plane, the limits are
shown at 90% CL. The results from this analysis, excluding the region to the left of the contour, are compared with
limits from the PICO [95] experiment. The comparison is model-dependent and solely valid in the context of this
model, assuming minimal mediator width and the coupling values gq = 1/4 and g� = 1.

The results are translated into 90% CL exclusion limits on the spin-dependent WIMP–proton scatter-
ing cross section �SD as a function of the WIMP mass, following the prescriptions from Refs. [13, 93].
Among results from di↵erent direct-detection experiments, in Figure 5(b) the exclusion limits obtained in
this analysis are compared to the most stringent limits from the PICO direct-detection experiment [95].
The limit at the maximum value of the WIMP—proton scattering cross section displayed corresponds to
the lowest excluded values mZA = 45 GeV and m� = 45 GeV of the mediator and dark matter masses
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Questions?



Table C.2: Summary of the MadDM indirect detection functionalities upon the execution of the launch command and description of the default
settings of the two shortcuts set fast and set precise.

‘fast’ mode ‘precise’ mode
set fast set precise
ONLY for SM final states (2! 2) ALL possible final states (2! n)

sigmav_method = reshuffling (default)
sigmav_method = inclusive or can be changed to

h�vi sigmav_method = madevent
Indirect = sigmav

NO EVENTS generated EVENTS generated (LHE file)

output: h�vi for each 2! 2 h�vi for ANY
annihilation process (SM and BSM) annihilation process
indirect_flux_source_
method = PPPC4DMID_ew (default)

Spectra at source or can be changed into indirect_flux_source_
Indirect = flux_source indirect_flux_source_ method = pythia8 (default)

method = PPPC4DMID

computes h�vi with inclusive computes h�vi with reshuffling

output: energy spectra output: energy spectra
coming ONLY from SM final states coming from ANY final state
indirect_flux_earth_ indirect_flux_earth_
method = PPPC4DMID_ep (default) method = dragon (default)

Flux at Earth
Indirect = flux_earth computes h�vi with inclusive computes h�vi with reshuffling

output: � and ⌫i using output: � and ⌫i using
PPPC4DMID tables at production (ew case) Pythia 8 for the prompt energy spectra

e+ flux at Earth e+ and p̄ fluxes at Earth
using PPPC4DMID tables using DRAGON
or can be changed into
e+ and p̄ fluxes at Earth
using DRAGON

Experimental constraints ExpConstraints class ExpConstraints class
+ full Fermi-LAT likelihood for dSphs + full Fermi-LAT likelihood for dSphs
ONLY for SM final states

import model MyDMmodel
define darkmatter chi
generate indirect_detection
output MyDMproject
launch

The prompt already selects the correct switch:

| 3. Compute indirect detection/flux | indirect = sigmav | flux_source|flux_earth|OFF |
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